* Important Notice-Please Read *
R134A Refrigerant in 13.6 & 14.2 KG Disposable Bottles……..
Bad News!………….

Good News!!…………..

The Bad News
A New EU Policy EC 842.2006 F-Gas Regulations has been introduced to ban the filling of disposable cylinders at
Refrigerant Mfg Filling Plants as of 4th July 2007. Which means no more Automotive R134A Disposable Cylinders can be
filled after this date; this is part of the challenge to reduce Global Warming by the Refrigeration Manufacturing
Industry.

For further details on the F-Gas Reg’s visit our website www.compressortech.com
So what does it mean?

BAD NEWS!

End of the Road for
Disposable Cylinders

GOOD NEWS!!

Cylinders Ordered & filled by 4th July 07
can still be supplied with no cut off
Time & date-until stocks run out.

The Good News!!
Any Remaining Disposable Cylinders 13.6 / 14.2 KG of R134A Refrigerant that have been placed in the market, or are in
stock at the Mfg Filling Plants can still be sold and used with
NO-CUT-OFF-TIME & DATE.
What are our suggestions?
During the first quarter of 2007 prices have been very competitive before the season starts, so we recommend that
You stock up NOW and take sufficient Cylinders to see you through the entire year 2007+ based on your consumption
In 2006. Please also consider the recent weather reports that 2007 is forecast to be the hottest year on record!
coupled with limited long-term availability of R134A Disposable Cylinders in the market-place, prices possibly may rise
throughout the remainder of the year.
What happens after the disposable Cylinders are No Longer Available?
You will have to change over to Returnable Refillable Cylinders, with a deposit system, but we will advise you of the
options we can provide you at the end of 2007. Should you have any further questions, please contact me directly or
our sales team in the parts dept, we look forward to continually supplying you with your R134A Refrigerants,
PAG Oils and UV-Dyes this season 2007-08+
Remember Disposable Cylinders only available While Stocks last…………………………………….

